PRICE LIST
OF ADVERTISING
MATERIALS

You have a choice. Choose well.

www.hitze.pl
PVC arrangements
3 pcs of visualization on foamed PVC
size: 48x68cm

19,50 EUR NET EXW

Ventilation grids display *
Wooden display for ventilation grates,
size: 70x70x160cm (self assembly, screw included)

134,50 EUR NET EXW

Photo Wallpaper
price per m2

12,50 EUR NET EXW

* the price does not include products: KDC 20x40, SL 9x60x40R,
SL 6x40, SL 6x20, SL 12x60.
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Leaflet display
Leaflet holder format A4, 6 shelves, made of aluminum, transportation bag included
size: 28x35x145cm

62,00 EUR NET EXW

Logotype - sticker
Laminated, size: 60x30cm

2,50 EUR NET EXW

Logotype - styrodur
(internal / external), size: 150x46cm

88,00 EUR NET EXW
Aluminum A-board
with personalized graphics,
size: 55x101cm

**65,00 EUR NET EXW**

Roll-up Basic
Standard cassette, printout on blockout material, size: 85x200cm

**45,00 EUR NET EXW**

Roll-up Exclusive
Wide cassette without legs, chrome-plated screw sides, print on blockout material, size: width 85x200cm

**65,00 EUR NET EXW**
ALU frame B2
Aluminum frame with visualization, size 50x70cm (B2 format), ready to hang

20,00 EUR NET EXW

Fireplace wallpaper
Vinyl PVC material on a non-woven backing, without glue, individual dimension, price per m²

12,50 EUR NET EXW

Black concrete sample
Sample with logotype, size 25x25 cm

10,00 EUR NET EXW
**Exhibition base**
Exhibition base for Hitze fireplaces, with logotype, size: 102x50x19cm (self assembly, screw included)

61,00 EUR NET EXW

**Wheeled Exhibition base**
Exhibition base for Hitze fireplaces, with logotype, size: 102x50x19cm (self assembly, screw included, wheels)

135,00 EUR NET EXW

**LED frame B2**
LED frame with visualization, size 50x70cm (B2 format), only interior use, power adapter included, cable length 180cm

102,50 EUR NET EXW
Ekspozycje

GADGETS
Metal pens with logo - 50pcs
Ballpen with logo,

18,50 EUR NET EXW

Logo mug
Ceramic mug with logo, 350 ml

4,00 EUR NET EXW

Logo measuring cup
Measuring tape made of high ABS material, length: 3m

4,00 EUR NET EXW
Fireplace gloves
Atested heat-resistant (pair), natural leather

Flash drive, 16GB
Wood with logo

Black sailing bag with logo
Colour: black with logotype

Tea „Moments by the fireplace”
50 g, ingredients: Pu-Erh, raisins, anise, almonds, cloves, aroma.
PRINTED MATERIALS
Printed materials

A4 notebooks - 10pcs
without cover, 50 sheets,

9,50 EUR NET EXW

A5 notebooks - 10pcs
without cover, 50 sheets,

6,00 EUR NET EXW

Corporate briefcase - 10pcs
Briefcase Standard Plus, set of 10 pcs

9,00 EUR NET EXW
A4 paper bag - 50pcs
With printed logo,

25,00 EUR NET EXW

Business card - 250pcs
Individual data, size 85x55mm, soft touch foil,

22,00 EUR NET EXW
Company clothing

Cap
Colour black with logo, standard size with regulation.

3,50 EUR NET EXW

Fleece with logo (MEN)
Colour: black, embroidered logo, available sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL

17,00 EUR NET EXW

Fleece with logo (WOMEN)
Colour: red, embroidered logo, available sizes S, M, L

7,50 EUR NET EXW
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Company clothing

**Log leash with measuring tape**
Safety with claps and measuring tape 100 cm

8,50 EUR NET EXW

---

**T-shirt (MEN)**
Colour: light grey, sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

6,50 EUR NET EXW

---

**Hip pouch**
Colour: black with logo, two pockets, adjustable size.

7,50 EUR NET EXW
## Outdoor Promotion

### Standard PVC Banner

Size: 200x100cm with standard graphic, mounting eyelets

**16,00 EUR NET EXW**

### Individual PVC Banner

Size: 200x100cm with individual contact data, mounting eyelets

**26,00 EUR NET EXW**

### Winder Flag with Logo

Flag Winder type, base and pole included, height 350 cm, with logotype, material: polyester

**105,00 EUR NET EXW**
Window stickers OWV
Material: one way vision PVC, individual project, assembly service not included, price for m²

16,00 EUR NET EXW

Colored foil
Material: one way vision PVC, individual project, assembly service not included, price for m²

11,00 EUR NET EXW
Individual car stickers

Individual pricing based on individual project

20 - 250 EUR NET EXW